Face Shields

Robust Engineering
Designed with utility and function at the forefront to provide the healthcare professional with the protection they need without any worry of equipment breakdown.

Reusable and Easy to clean
Made with medical grade, non-absorbent materials, these face shields can be easily cleaned and reused while maintaining product quality and functionality.

Comfortable and Convenient
Light weight construction makes the face shield comfortable to wear for long periods without the need to frequently adjust or reposition.

Manufactured with care in the USA
Coming together in a time of need to keep American frontliners safe.

“These are amazing, so strong and durable and much better than the ones we had before which were flimsy and already broken. Everyone is so excited and happy to have these!”
- Janett Perez, RN
Maimonides Medical Center, New York

“You all are saving lives, literally”
- ER department
St. John’s Episcopal, New York

“These are awesome quality and these aren’t one time use like the ones we have - these can actually be cleaned and reused, so great!”
- Shonathan Merricks, NP
NOLA Central City Clinic, New Orleans

AVAILABLE NOW
Phone +1-440-942-6161
Online volk.com
$19 ea.